In this paper, we present a new soft-decision decoding algorithm for Reed-Muller codes. It is based on the GMC decoding algorithm proposed by Schnabl and Bossert [1] which interprets Reed-Muller codes as generalized multiple concatenated codes. We extend the GMC algorithm to list-decoding (L-GMC). As a result, a SDML decoding algorithm for the first order Reed-Muller codes is obtained. Moreover, the performance achieved with L-GMC for Reed-Muller codes of higher order is considerably better compared to GMC. In particular, for the Reed-Muller codes of length
Introduction
In recent years, several soft-decision decoding algorithms for Reed-Muller (RM) codes have been proposed: Be'ery et al. [3] developed a soft-decision maximum likelihood (SDML) decoding algorithm for RM codes based on fast Hadamard transform. Forney [4] proposed a trellis-structured SDML decoding algorithm which has lower complexity than previously known SDML decoding algorithms. Unfortunately, the computational complexity for SDML decoding increases exponentially with the dimension of the block code [5] . As a consequence, its practical application is limited to codes of moderate length with low dimension. On the other hand, it is well known from Shannon theory that increasing the code length leads to a better performance. The generalized concatenation (GC) [6] is a strategy for the construction of long powerful codes from short outer and inner codes. The decoding of such a long GC code is based on the less complex decoding of the short inner and outer codes. For the decoding of Reed-Muller codes, this principle was used, e.g., by Wu et al. [7] . They presented a two-stage decomposition of Reed-Muller codes that allows a computationally efficient decoding at a performance close to SDML. However, this approach is limited to Reed-Muller codes of length 64. Schnabl and Bossert showed that Reed-Muller codes can be interpreted as generalized multiple concatenated (GMC) codes [1] . Using this interpretation, they presented a decoding algorithm for Reed-Muller codes that is based on the SDML decoding of repetition codes (RC) and single parity check (SPC) codes only. Since SDML decoding of these trivial codes is simple, a computationally efficient decoding algorithm for Reed-Muller codes is obtained. It also applies to the decoding of ReedMuller codes of length ¥ ¡ ¦ £
. However, the performance of the GMC decoding algorithm decreases with increasing code length since for long codes the number of decoding stages increases. This causes a larger number of detrimental hard decisions that have to be formed between the decoding stages. In this paper, we extend the conventional GMC decoding algorithm to a list-decoding algorithm. Simulations will show that for the L-GMC algorithm a considerably better performance compared to the conventional GMC decoding is obtained. The organization of the paper is as follows: In section 2, we briefly recall the construction of Reed-Muller codes as GMC codes and the GMC decoding algorithm. Hereafter, in section 3, we describe the L-GMC decoding algorithm. It is shown that L-GMC yields SDML decoding for firstorder Reed-Muller codes. In section 4, the performance achieved with L-GMC is illustrated by simulation results. The computational complexity of L-GMC is discussed in section 5. Finally, section 6 provides some concluding remarks.
Reed-Muller Codes as Generalized Multiple Concatenated Codes

Construction
According to [1] , a Reed-Muller code can be constructed as a GMC code as follows. As inner code, the binary length-2 block code ¢ ¡ ¤ £ ¦ ¥ with minimum distance 1 is used. Its codewords § are enumerated bÿ
of minimum distance 2. The generalized concatenation construction applies outer codes 7 ¡ ¤ £ ¦ ¥ and 7 ¡ ¥ to the enumerations. Figure 1 shows this principle. 
is obtained.
is the Reed-Muller code
as shown in [8] . The outer codes can be constructed again as GC codes. Applying the above construction successively serval times, a tree structure for Reed-Muller codes according to figure 2 is obtained. 
Soft-Input for GMC Decoding
In the following, we assume BPSK transmission over an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel. As a result, the code symbols 6 A q are mapped into code symbols
The composition according to equation (2) is denoted in the sequel by
The soft AWGN channel output is denoted by
. According to equation (2), we distinguish the influence of the two outer codes in ¢ as follows:
Consequently, the decoding of the first outer code
Similarly, the decoding of the second outer code
If we assume that the coordinates in
are statistically independent, then these coordinates can be computed as [1] 
Let denote the hard decision of
The assumption that the coordinates of the received vector are statistically independent is, of course, an approximation that can be rough for low rate Reed-Muller codes.
GMC Decoding Algorithm
For decoding
, we can make use of its GMC structure. According to figure 2, we can decompose can be reduced to it. Therefore, the received vector ¢ is decomposed recursively according to equations (7) and (8) until the soft input values required for the SDML decoding of the trivial codes are obtained. Afterwards, the hard decision decoding result is transferred to the next higher level. Here, the hard decisions obtained from the left edge and the right edge are composed to a codeword according to equation (3) . The composition is repeated until a codeword of v x ! Q y b I % is found. The above procedure is known as GMC decoding [1] . Note, that the soft input values for SDML decoding of the trivial codes is suboptimum, because the decomposition according equations (7), (8) assumes statistically independent coordinates.
List-GMC Decoding Algorithm
The GMC decoding algorithm leads itself naturally to a list decoding algorithm (L-GMC) by providing not only the best found codeword to the next higher level, but a list containing the C -best found codewords. 
C S T
Step 1: Decoding of repetition code or SPC code:
Step 1a: Decoding of a repetition code
Step 1b: Decoding of a SPC code
Step 2: List-decoding as GC-code:
Step 2a:
Step 2b:
Step 2c:
Step 3: Decoding output: 
Simulation Results
A well-known upper bound on the SDML block error probability is the union bound. Drawbacks of the union bound are, on the one hand, that it is tight for relative high signal-to-noise ratios only, and, on the other hand, that the weight distribution is required for its computation. Nevertheless, for some codes investigated in the sequel, the weight distribution is known and therefore the performance obtained with L-GMC can be compared to the union bound. The union bound is defined as [9] , p.30:
where § is the number of codewords of Hamming weight $ and ¥ is the code rate. If the number of minimum weight codewords is known only, then for high signal-to-noise ratios, we can estimate the SDML block error probability by
In the following, we assume
. Figure 3 depicts the block error probability achieved with L-GMC (C , we observe that List-2 GMC decoding is 1.2 dB superior to conventional GMC decoding. List-4 GMC decoding is 0.3 dB superior to List-2 GMC decoding and reaches the union bound. , we observe that List-2 GMC decoding is 0.8 dB superior to conventional GMC decoding. List-4 GMC decoding is again 0.3 dB superior to List-2 GMC decoding and reaches the union bound. , the performance of List-4 GMC decoding is 1.5dB inferior to the union bound (which is not plotted here). As expected, the performance of L-GMC decoding decreases with an increasing number of decoding stages. On the other hand, the performance achieved for the (256,163,16) RM code is still better than for the (128,99,16) RM code, because of its larger length. However, such a behavior is not true with increasing code length and increasing order We have found the following properties of GMC decoding:
u GMC decoding of RM codes of high order is mostly based on the decoding high rate RM codes. Recalling that the soft input for GMC decoding are derived for statistically independent coordinates, it is clear that the error introduced by the statistical independence assumption is less for for high rate codes in comparison to low rate codes. Therefore, for conventional GMC decoding, the performance decreases with decreasing order 
¡ ¦ £
, L-GMC decoding also overcomes this drawback and achieves quasi SDML decoding performance. u For RM codes up to a length of 1024, L-GMC decoding achieves a performance which is more than 1dB better than conventional GMC decoding.
u As expected, the performance of L-GMC decoding decreases with increasing code length compared to optimum decoding since more detrimental decoding stages have to be taken into account. Nevertheless, the L-GMC algorithm is the only soft-decision decoding algorithm known to the authors that allows the decoding of Reed-Muller codes of length up to 1024 at a realistic computational complexity.
Computational Complexity
From a practical viewpoint, the computational complexity of an decoding algorithm is, besides the decoding performance, of major importance. Of course, it depends on the implementation of the algorithm. For simplicity, we estimate the computational complexity by the number of floating-point operations required for decoding. Binary operations are neglected.
In table 1, the number of floating point operations required for L-GMC decoding of the codes presented in the previous section is compared to SDML decoding in the syndrome trellis. From 
Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we presented a new soft-decision decoding algorithm for Reed-Muller codes by extending the GMC algorithm to list-decoding. We proved, that L-GMC is equivalent to SDML decoding for the first order Reed-Muller codes. The simulation results showed that L-GMC improves the performance of GMC considerably. For the Reed-Muller codes of length 64, quasi SDML decoding performance is achieved at a computational complexity that is bar far less compared to SDML decoding using the syndrome trellis. Moreover, the L-GMC algorithm allows the decoding of Reed-Muller codes up to a length of 1024 at a realistic computational complexity. However, with increasing code length, the number of detrimental decoding stages to be considered is also increasing. As a result, the performance of L-GMC degrades compared to optimum decoding with increasing code length.
Then the inner product in equation (11) 
